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Why We Own SeaChange International (SEAC) 
 
Background 
 
New entrants and technological change have conspired to expose weakness in the traditional business of cable 
television providers. Lulled into over-reliance on geographic monopolies, cable providers were slow to respond to 
competitive threats represented by Netflix, Tivo, YouTube, iTunes, Amazon Prime, Google Fiber, telcos and direct 
broadcast satellite, among others. Internally, cable providers were hampered in their response by operational 
inefficiencies, specifically in the fragmented IT infrastructure that resulted most visibly in poor customer service. Other 
external threats have come from judges, regulators, and cord-cutting millennials. The disruption of cable television, it 
has seemed, is all but inevitable. 
 
A survey of recent results for global cable companies, however, casts doubt on that imminent fate. The resiliency of 
cable providers in retaining television customers despite the level of competition has been impressive. The impact of 
cord-cutting to date appears overblown. Retransmission fees continue to be significant deterrents to channel 
unbundling. Consolidation is not defensive but opportunistic in the pursuit of growth - in an industry where organic 
subscriber increases in the U.S. are otherwise effectively capped by regulation.  
 
While it can be difficult to predict the long-term future of the cable television industry with a high degree of confidence, 
the bar to being truly disruptive in the space is also set much higher than most investors seem to believe. Cable 
companies have an enduring competitive advantage in the two-way pipes they own into more than 100 million homes 
in the U.S. - protected by local monopolies in most markets. In addition, cable networks allow for much faster speeds 
than fixed telecom networks, and in a few years, DOCSIS 3.1 technology will enable download speeds of up to 1.0 
Gigabits per second. In the interim, cable companies will retain the upper hand in the competition to provide superfast 
broadband due to their ownership of superior assets. 
 
Now the industry appears close to an inflection point in its capacity to respond to competitive threats. “TV Everywhere 
(TVE)” - or authenticated video-on-demand – allows a cable customer to access content on multiple screens, from 
televisions to tablets to mobile phones, as part of an existing subscription. According to McKinsey, nearly half (48%) 
of all the television watched today is either "time-shifted" (using DVRs or Video-on-Demand) or "device-shifted" onto 
laptops, tablets or mobile phone screens. And the growth of this “multiscreen” viewing over the past five years has 
made it clear to the cable companies that the future lies in TV Everywhere.  
 
All major pay-TV operators have now implemented some form of TVE service. More consumers are watching on-
demand content than ever before – days, weeks and even months after a program originally airs. 
Surveys reveal that TVE users watch 64% more television (72% for millennials), 98% of those users say TVE adds 
value to their pay-TV subscription, and 93% report that they’re more likely to stay with their pay-TV operator as a 
result of TVE. And that last point in particular is very important.  
 
From a high level, cable television providers see TVE or “multi-screen viewing” capabilities as a means to (a) extend 
efforts to enhance the value of a core subscription; (b) increase average revenue per user (ARPU); (c) reduce churn; 
(d) create new revenue sources for viewing and advertising; and (e) hedge against the ever-increasing range of 
online distribution options available to consumers.   
 
Simply put, the easiest way for a cable provider to increase profits is to reduce churn – the number of subscribers 
who cancel service and/or switch to another provider. And TVE helps them do just that. TV Everywhere can really be 
viewed as a defensive price discrimination tool intended to dissuade subscribers from disconnecting their television 
service  - and it certainly helps that TVE has very good customer “optics” and favorable business economics. 
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So video content over cable networks is shifting from being delivered in a linear, traditional, centrally “programmed” 
way to being delivered in a much more dynamic and personalized way - driven by the viewer. That fundamental shift 
in the way we watch TV has dramatically increased the complexity of the technological infrastructure that cable 
providers use to manage, prepare, deliver and monetize content to a growing number of screens. And for many of the 
largest players in the industry, a core technology enabling TVE is being provided by a single company. 
 
Which brings us, finally, to SeaChange International. The industry uncertainty mentioned earlier has impacted 
companies at all layers of the industry’s value chain. In the case of SeaChange (SEAC), however, that impact has 
created an exceptionally attractive long-term opportunity.  
 
 
Why Is This A Good Business? 
 
We are now long SeaChange, a leading provider of critical video software to cable television providers. The company 
was founded in Massachusetts in 1993, delivered its first video-on-demand system in 1996 and remains highly 
respected as a niche leader in the cable industry today.  The company is now nearing completion of arguably the 
most important shift in its history. For the last three years, SeaChange has been transforming itself into a software 
company.    
 
SeaChange offers a number of technological solutions to address various complex processes inside the operations of 
a pay-TV provider like a cable company. What each solution has in common is that they each play a role in helping 
seamlessly unite the display of video content over both television and the Internet. And while it’s the competitive 
advantage represented by the company’s software products that is most relevant to the investment case here – and 
not flashy product features - here are the three most important lines of SeaChange software in any case: 
 
(1) Adrenalin, its dominant video back-office software platform, which powers the ability of cable subscribers to watch 
authorized programming on their televisions, computers and mobile devices;  
(2) Infusion, sophisticated software which optimizes and inserts advertising into TVE programming; and  
(3) Nucleus, in-home gateway software - essentially the operating system inside a cable company’s set-top box. 
 
The names of software programs and Silicon Valley start-ups these days sound to me like a geek’s attempt to make a 
jock think something is cool. We can check that box here, too, I suppose. Shoot, Adrenalin is so cool that is has no 
use for a second ‘e’. Infusion is no longer just an uppity kind of tea. And though Nucleus may have been the most 
inevitable tech product name to come out of seventh grade biology class, I’d have loaded up on shares of SeaChange 
sight unseen if they had named their gateway software “Endoplasmic Reticulum” instead. 
 
In any case, through Adrenalin and its predecessor solutions, SeaChange owns 75% of the market for video back-
office software at cable companies. The company also believes that Infusion - which can tailor the commercials 
shown to viewers based on their zipcode, the time they finally view an on-demand video, and their history of previous 
shows watched - has 40% share of the cable ad-insertion market. And Nucleus, based on open-source software, 
currently faces zero commercial competition and has the potential to become the industry standard for the next 
generation of set-top boxes, as it dramatically reduces the cost of a cable company’s most expensive piece of 
customer gear. Nucleus is currently being deployed at scale by both Comcast and Liberty Media. 
 
To step back a bit - by simplifying some of the most complex behind-the-scenes processes needed to make these 
multiscreen services work, SeaChange helps service providers and content owners roll out premium TV Everywhere 
offerings, and that makes any and all video content available whenever and wherever a viewer wants. And there is an 
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excellent business model underneath that fine sheen of Techie Chic.  Specifically, SeaChange has competitive 
advantages in the form of high switching costs - technical lock-in and downstream revenue dependencies, 
specifically. As per those market share figures, it’s businesses are inherently sticky, and that’s because customers 
are essentially outsourcing highly critical processes to SeaChange software, which will eventually make SEAC’s 
business more predictable to model and more likely to yield high cash flows. And due to those high switching costs 
and significantly lower costs of ownership, SeaChange actually benefits from that intense competition among video 
service providers – particularly as pay-TV providers look for customized innovations that help them increase ARPU 
and reduce churn. 
 
 
Why Is It Cheap? 
 
 
The short answer is this: SeaChange has been slowly transforming itself into a software company, and neither 
algorithms nor the kind of fast-money traders who typically speculate in small tech companies attempt to differentiate 
between wise long-term capital allocation decisions and poor ones. 
 
In order to enable its cable customers to capitalize on the opportunity represented by TVE, three years ago 
SeaChange started investing a huge percentage of its sales into R&D. In other words, these investments have 
penalized the company’s earnings for almost three years now – but they will soon stop. In addition, being a relatively 
small ($250M market cap) specialized technology provider to a limited number of very large, public customers means 
you’re working at their pace and on their calendar, so your own earnings will be difficult to accurately forecast on a 
monthly basis. The Street does not like this. Add in the macro industry uncertainty mentioned earlier, the complexity 
of the company’s software products and a general skepticism that cable providers will ever be able to get their 
collective acts together in trying to, you know, actually please a customer…and the reasons that SEAC’s share price 
sits where it currently does become a bit more understandable. But it shouldn’t stay here for much longer.  More on 
that below.   
 
First, some more of the backstory that further explains why shares are now cheap. 
 
Prior to the arrival of activist investors Starboard Value several years ago, the SeaChange business consisted of 
three segments – low margin hardware, systems and software. Starboard apparently saw a big hat but no cattle, so 
top management was subsequently replaced and the new CEO sold off the services and hardware businesses in to 
focus the company exclusively on software. Several tuck-in acquisitions were completed, and the company 
announced a three-year plan to transition to higher margin software products. The company is just past the mid-point 
in the third and final year of the most disruptive upgrade cycle in its twenty-one year history. 
  
Long recognized as a leader in the back-offices of cable “head-ends” – the facilities that take TV signals from 
satellites, process them into cable quality videos and distribute them throughout a network and into homes – 
SeaChange’s legacy technical products were hardware-centric. By 2011 it was becoming increasingly apparent that 
the company risked falling behind in helping its customers manage the new complexities of emerging opportunities in 
the industry. It needed to shift its focus completely and position itself for the coming consolidation in head-ends. And 
the dramatic reduction in the number of heads-ends throughout the industry is an important trend to understand here, 
too. 
 
As video delivery became digitized, cable head-ends essentially became datacenters. Previously, a cable operator’s 
systems were localized, managed by decentralized systems with little back-office standardization in IT and limited by 
geographic constraints due to legacy distribution technology. Now, however, those constraints are eliminated, and 
formerly individual and disparate cable systems can be consolidated into larger regional systems with vastly more 
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flexibility and scalability.  And consolidation in facilities means consolidations in operations, too, in everything from 
video management to processing to distribution – leading to highly centralized datacenters and dramatic reductions in 
the cost of operations for cable companies. 
 
A television may look like a dumb computer, but the industry’s value chain looks like something out of the aerospace 
industry. The main drivers of operational efficiency for cable companies are (1) efficiently ingesting large quantities of 
video; (2) optimizing the profitability of ads inserted in that video; (3) low-cost distribution to multiple devices; (4) the 
ability to cheaply integrate other processing and manipulation tools in that workflow; (5) improvements in overall 
processing and distribution efficiency; and (6) increasing productivity of the employees involved.  And in short, to help 
its customers shift to digital delivery of video, SeaChange realized it had to enable them to reap significant operational 
efficiencies and cost savings at the same time.  
 
SeaChange planned and started to execute early - three years ago - with its “multiscreen” strategy in order to enable 
its traditional cable companies to protect their incumbency. Having already established relationships due to their 
dominant legacy solutions, SeaChange in 2011 reasoned it had an excellent chance to upgrade those solutions 
across their client base, win business from slower-moving competitors, and eventually transform the economics of the 
company for the better. It was just going to take aggressive investment and time.   
 
Is It Cheap For Temporary Reasons? 
 
In short, yes. Earnings power should become much more visible over the next six to nine months as the company 
dials back significantly on its investments in growth around the same time revenues from its new software lines begin 
to significantly ramp. In addition, the company’s legacy products, which have been further exacerbating its bottom line 
woes, will soon be effectively run-off as well. 
  
As per the backstory above, the company faced a tremendous challenge in transforming its legacy business – but it 
chose to pursue that transformation voluntarily and presciently. That change was driven by the company’s own beliefs 
about the direction the industry was going – and no doubt by some pressure and insight into the business of its 
largest domestic customer, Comcast. But there were no barbarians inside the gates at SeaChange. The company just 
had to ensure it stayed relevant in a rapidly changing world. 
 
To fast forward thirty months - demand for the new products has been highly encouraging to date, with product 
revenues having grown at double digits between recent quarters. While that still has not been enough to offset the 
decline in the legacy business, that will end in two more quarters. The company has also frustrated short-term 
investors due to not unexpected delays in product acceptances and design wins, but again, that sort of thing comes 
with the territory as a small tech vendor to massive corporations.  
 
What the market appears to be missing at SeaChange is that the company’s technological superiority has remained 
intact throughout this transition, as per consistent design wins and recent new licensing contracts. For instance, in 
2013 SeaChange achieved 40 design wins (i.e. sources of significant future revenue) for Adrenalin – including the 
launch of Liberty Global’s high visibility “Project Horizon” in Europe. Last year SeaChange also won a number of 
industry innovation awards for Adrenalin and Nucleus, and Infusion also won an EMMY®.  And if that technological 
superiority is intact, then it would follow that so, too, is the company’s competitive advantage. 
 
So the appeal of SeaChange is relatively simple: through its recent software development efforts the company 
appears poised to successfully monetize an unmatched competitive position in the cable company back-office video 
value chain - though those efforts to date have been obscured by heavy investments in growth. The company will also 
eventually realize a step function in revenues over time due to a transition to a compelling “per-household” software 
license model embedded in its new product lines. The decline in legacy business will soon end, most core 
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development is done, and the cable industry is evidencing high demand for solutions that foster operating efficiency, 
increase ARPU and reduce churn. Recent aggressive investments in growth at SeaChange were appropriate capital 
allocation decisions by management and will result in significant earnings power that can be acquired on discounted 
terms today. 
 
Catalysts 
 
Additional design wins and an implied 3x increase in product revenues on the read-thru in management guidance for 
the second half.  R&D costs, currently running through the income statement, should also drop off dramatically at the 
conclusion of this fiscal year.  The company has also announced a $40M buyback, has previously been the target of 
activist investors and rumors regarding SeaChange being acquired seem to float at least once a year. Rumors aside, 
the company’s technology, relationships and competitive advantages would seemingly be attractive to a number of 
industry players – specifically, other solution providers whose commodity businesses have gotten squeezed by the 
industry-wide consolidation in head-end facilities. 
 
Risks 
 
Execution risks exist on client customization and installation work specifically. Customer concentration is inevitable as 
well. Delays in the rollout of TVE services by operators are possible due to licensing issues with content owners. 
Nonetheless, the current return profile appears to compensate for these risks and the equity is attractive here. 
 
Valuation 
 
The most important question to attempt to answer before even attempting to value SeaChange is this: 
 
What is the optimal capital allocation strategy for a specialized software company that wishes to increase its 
competitive advantage in the face of dramatic industry change? 
 
If you believe that new management at SeaChange chose the right capital allocation strategy three years ago, then 
valuing the company today is relatively straightforward.  If you believe that management erred in that choice, 
however, then valuing SeaChange is a useless exercise. 
 
At this point I suppose it’s evident which way I lean in answering that question. In short, I believe SeaChange can 
realize $0.99 in Earnings per Share in FY2018. More specifically, I believe SEAC can realize gross margins above 
60% and operating margins of 15% by the end of that period. Management believes it can reach similar targets far 
sooner.   
 
Regardless, assuming a pedestrian P/E multiple of 15x earnings in that out-year – and ignoring any adjustments for 
high cash levels - SEAC shares would double at a minimum from last Friday’s closing price to approximately $15 per 
share, and we will effectively realize 24% annual returns.  Also, if acquired, I believe a significant control premium 
would likely be paid on top of that $15 per share valuation.  
 
In the interim, SeaChange is flush with cash, has no debt, is almost through investing for growth, is led by competent 
technologists and managers, is poised to buy back approximately $40 million of stock, and has competitive 
advantages in the form of high switching costs.  So I am happy to wait for the current opportunity in the company’s 
shares to become more obvious to other investors. 
 
For any questions, please contact me at csmith@islainvest.com. 


